### Sample Department Research Opportunities

- Harvard Review of Philosophy: an annual journal of professional philosophy distributed to over a thousand philosophers, libraries, and universities throughout the world. The Review is edited and published by undergraduate philosophy students at Harvard University.
- Harvard College Organization for Open Philosophy (HOOP): an undergraduate organization that seeks to advance knowledge and appreciation of philosophy by creating a welcoming environment for collaboration among students from all backgrounds and areas of intellectual interest.

### Sample Faculty Research and/or Publications

**Selim Berker:**

**Rusty Jones:**

**Francis Kamm:**

**Christine Korsgaard:**

**Susanna Rinard**

### Concentration Pathways

- Logic
- Metaphysics, Epistemology, Mind, Language, Science
- Ethics, Politics, Aesthetics
- History of Ancient or Medieval Philosophy
- History of Modern Philosophy (Pre-20th Century)

### Sample Thesis Titles

- Can One Derive “Ought” from “Is”?
- In Search of Not-Self
- “IT WAS HIS WIFE”: the Moral Relevance of Projects, Relationships, and Loving Attention
- The Evolutionary Dynamics of Distributive Justice